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TOKYO, JAPAN

July 2, 2013

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Attention: Mr. Jeffrey A. Ciocco

Docket No. 52-021
MHI Ref: UAP-HF-13169

Subject: MHI's 3rd Revised Response to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 841-6055
Revision 3 (SRP 03.04.01)

Reference: 1) "Request forAdditional Information No. 841-6055 Revision 3, SRP Section
03.04.01 - Internal Flood Protection for Onsite Equipment Failures -
Application Section: 3.4.1", dated October 18, 2011 (ML112920578).

2) MHI Letter No. UAP-HF1 3080, "MHI's 2nd Revised Response to US-APWR
DCD RAI No. 841-6055 Revision 3 (SRP 03.04.01)", dated April 2, 2013
(ML131060240)

3) MHI Letter No. UAP-HF12283, "MHI's Response to US-APWR DCD RAI No.
841-6055 Revision 3 (SRP 03.04.01)", dated October 19, 2012
(ML12296A449)

With this letter, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. ("MHI") transmits to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission ("NRC") a document entitled "3rd Revised Response to Request for
Additional Information No. 841-6055 Revision 3."

Enclosed is the revised response to Question 03.04.01-29 contained within Reference 1.
This response supersedes the previous response to the question submitted in Reference 2.
The response to the other question in the RAI submitted in Reference 3 is not changed by
this document.

Please contact Mr. Joseph Tapia, General Manager of Licensing Department, Mitsubishi
Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc. if the NRC has questions concerning any aspect of this
submittal. His contact information is provided below.

Sincerely,

Yoshiki Ogata,
Executive Vice President
Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc.
On behalf of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

07/02/2013

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 841-6055 REVISION 3

SRP SECTION: 03.04.01 - INTERNAL FLOOD PROTECTION FOR ONSITE
EQUIPMENT FAILURES

APPLICATION SECTION: 3.04.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 10118/2011

QUESTION NO.: 03.04.01-29:

DCD Tier 2, Section 3.4.1.5, "Evaluation of Internal Flooding," outlines the flood evaluation
process used in the internal flooding analysis for the US-APWR design. This section
identifies the following flooding events that were considered in the analysis:

* Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
* Earthquake
* High-Energy Line Break/Moderate Energy Line Break (HELB\MELB)
* Fire Fighting Operations

While the DCD states that the above events are considered, and identifies the events that
were used in determination of the maximum flood height in the various plant areas subject to
internal flooding, the DCD did not provide the basis for the assumption used in determining
these applicable flood levels. An example would be flooding resulting from fire fighting
operations in the reactor building. In the DCD, it is indicated that the quantity of flood water
associated with fire-fighting activities is based on operation of two hose stations for two
hours, assuming a 125 gpm flow rate per hose station. The basis for the assumption of two
hose stations, and the assumption of a flowrate of 125 gpm per hose station for two hours is
not provided in the DCD. Another example where the DCD has limited information is on the
HELB/MELB evaluations. HELB/MELB is considered in the evaluation, and the HELB
contribution to flood levels are shown in some areas but there is no indication on when
breaks and cracks in moderate energy lines were considered, or how they were evaluated.

In order for the staff to evaluate if safety-related SSCs are adequately protected form internal
flooding, as required by GDCs 2 and 4, the applicant is requested to provide following
information:

1. Provide, and include in the DCD, the basis for assumptions made for evaluating flooding
due to fire fighting operations, including the bases for the number of hose stations
assumed, the flow rates for those stations for all areas where fire fighting operations
were assumed, and the 2 hour duration.

2. Discuss how high and moderate energy line breaks and cracks were accounted for in
their analsysis. Include information on which breaks were accounted for in each area,
and how the release rates and durations were determined for the high and moderate
energy line failures.

Additionally, the flooding analysis should be made available for NRC audit.
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ANSWER:

[Item No.1]

The water volume discharged during fire fighting operation is evaluated under reasonable
assumptions in light of the industrial common knowledge with sufficient conservatism. Two
hose stations are not necessarily available in all fire areas, but are assumed for
conservatism. The flow rate of 125 gpm per hose station is estimated with a hose station
that can be handled by untrained persons. The assumption of a two-hour duration as well as
that of two hose stations is extremely conservative for fire fighting in one room, and is
consistent with the Section 3.2 of RG 1.189.

Furthermore, the above-mentioned assumptions are in line with the other precedent design
certifications.

MHI will provide the basis for the assumptions made for the fire protection activity in the DCD,
Section 3.4.1.3. See the Impact on the DCD.

[Item No.2]

The flooding caused by HELB/MELB is evaluated in accordance with the criteria provided in
DCD Tier 2, Section 3.6, "Protection Against Dynamic Effects Associated with Postulated
Rupture of Piping." Since a LOCA represents the worst case flooding event in the
containment vessel, postulated line breaks in the reactor building (R/B) or power source
buildings (PS/Bs) are discussed below. Although the auxiliary building (A/B) adjoins the R/B
and the PS/B, flooding events occurring in the A/B does not adversely affect safety-related
SSCs located in the R/B and the PS/B, because of water-tight doors, penetration seals, and
a normally closed drain isolation valve that prevent water discharged in the A/B from flowing
into the R/B or the PS/B.

High energy line breaks

Water-containing high energy lines with nominal diameters of more than 1 inch are evaluated
as potential water sources in the flooding evaluation. Such lines belong to chemical and
volume control system (CVCS), feedwater system (FWS), or steam generator blowdown
system (SGBDS). The volume of water discharged from these lines in the event of HELB is
calculated as follows.

CVCS in the R/B RCA west area

Letdown line, charging line, and seal water injection line run through the west radiological
controlled area (RCA) of the reactor building (R/B). Flow rate from postulated pipe
rupture (Q) is calculated with,

Q 2g H x A .......................................................................................... (1 )
Y-K

where g is the gravitational acceleration, AH is the hydraulic head at the break point, 1K
is loss coefficient, and A is flow area. AH and A are assumed to be the design pressure
of the line, and internal cross-section of the pipe, respectively. XK of 1.5 is conservatively
applied. The discharge from the three lines is assumed to continue until the broken line is
automatically isolated in response to low water level alarm of the pressurizer. Therefore,
the duration of water release is sum of the time elapsing from initiation of the discharge
to activation of the alarm, and from the alarm and closure of an isolation valve. The
former is calculated based on the flow rate given above, and the latter is assumed to be
5 minutes for conservatism.

On the basis of the assumptions above, the break in charging line will result in 15,000 ft3

of flooding water, the largest amount among the three lines. This obtained value is
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conservative also in that the design pressure, instead of operating pressure, is chosen as
the pipe internal pressure and assumed to remain constant throughout the discharge.

In the actual operation, amount of flooding water will be limited due to capability of the
charging pumps. Discharge from the charging line may continue after the letdown
isolation because of the water makeup to the charging pumps from alternate water
source such as PMWT or RWSP. However, assuming 45 minutes for operator to isolate
the water makeup, total amount of the discharge volume of flood water will be less than
the result described above. Therefore, amount of 15,000 ft3 will be used for the
evaluation as conservative assumption.

While the above mentioned three lines run between B1 F and 2F in west RCA of the R/B,
flooding water discharged on between 1 F and 2F will immediately flow down to B1 MF
through grated floor near the pipes, resulting in no accumulation of water on the upper
floor. As a consequence, the flooding water released following the charging line break
will accumulate on either BI F or B1 MF. Since all of the components required to maintain
functionality during a flood event are located within water-tight compartment, the event
will not jeopardize the plant's safety.

FWS in the R/B NRCA west and east MS/FW area

The high energy piping in the MS/FW piping areas comprises main steam, feedwater,
and SG blowdown piping. A rupture of the feedwater piping downstream of the
feedwater check valve represents the worst case flooding scenario in this area. The
water volume released in this event is broken into the water from the SG, the main
feedwater pump, and the main feedwater piping.

1. The volume of water from the SG

The total amount of water contained in the secondary side of one SG is 74.9 tons,
and is conservatively assumed to be released from the broken line. Assuming the
density of the water of 1 ton/m 3, the volume of flooding water from the SG is 74.9 M3

.

In the flood evaluation, 80 m 3 is used for conservatism.

2. The volume of water from the main feedwater Pump

The volume of water coming from the main feedwater pump is calculated by
multiplying the maximum flow rate of discharge and time duration. The maximum
discharge flow rate from the broken pipe is approximately 10,900 ton/hr. For
conservatism, it is postulated that the main feedwater keeps flowing out at this
maximum flow rate until the feedwater regulation valve and feedwater isolation valve
are closed in response to the low main steam line pressure ECCS actuation signal.
The time duration required for the valve closure is estimated to be 80.4 sec on the
basis of feedwater line break analysis.

Consequently, assuming the density of the water of 1 ton/m 3, the water volume
discharged from the main feed water pump before the valve closure is,

10,900 [ton/hr] / 3600[sec/hr] x 80.4[sec] / l[ton/m3] = 244[m 3]

This value is rounded-up to 250 m 3 for the flood evaluation for conservatism.

3. The volume of water from the main feedwater pipe

The water volume from the main feedwater pipe is calculated on the basis of the
piping volume from the feedwater nozzle of the SG to the main feedwater control
valve, and is 7 M3 . For conservatism, 10 m3 was applied for the flood evaluation.

Consequently, the total flood water volume in the west and east MS/FW piping areas at
elevation 76 ft, 5 in is calculated as follows.
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80 m 3 +250 m 3 + 10 m 3 = 340 m 3

While this total volume is less than the volume previously presented in the 2nd revised
response to DCD RAI No. 841-6055 (UAP-HF-1 3080), the value used for the flood
evaluation will be left unchanged for conservatism, i.e. 345 m3 (12,180 ft3).

SGBDS in the R/B NRCA west and east MS/FW area

High energy lines of SGBDS subject to flooding evaluation run through the MS/FW areas.
Since the HELB of the feedwater piping represents the most severe flooding event in the
areas as mentioned above, the HELB of the SGBDS lines are not postulated.

Moderate energy line breaks

Moderate energy line breaks (through-wall cracks) in pipes with nominal diameters of more
than 1 inch are postulated in the flooding evaluation in accordance with DCD Tier 2,
Section 3.6.

Most of the water-containing moderate energy piping is excluded from flooding source
because that piping is to be designed so that a crack is not required to be postulated in the
line in accordance with the criteria described in Section 3.6.2.1.2.2. This is attained by
maintaining stress on the pipes below the threshold by means of route and support design.
Note that cracks are not postulated only if the cracks are excluded based on the criteria
specified in Section 3.6.2.1.2.1 or 3.6.2.1.2.2. Full-circumferential breaks of non-seismically
designed pipes are considered in the flooding evaluation in compliance with SRP 3.4.1.
Volume of flood water discharged from a postulated crack in the rest of the piping is
conservatively estimated on the basis of the volume of water contained in the piping and any
connected reservoir.

MHI will provide additional description on the postulation of high and moderate energy line
break as bases for the flood evaluation in the DCD, Section 3.4.1. In addition, equipment
class and seismic category of water-containing systems are revised to incorporate the piping
design on which the flooding evaluation is based. See the attachment for DCD impacts.

Impact on DCD

The DCD Tier 2 Section 3.4.1 is revised to describe the basis for the assumptions made for
the fire protection activity and to provide additional description on the postulation of high and
moderate energy line break.

The following portions of the DCD are revised to update the internal flooding evaluation
incorporating the latest design information including those related to seismic closure plan
and Fukushima-related design enhancement.

Tier 1 Table 2.2-5, Figure 2.2-14 through 2.2-25
Tier 2 Chapter 3 Section 3.4.1,

Table 3K-1 through 3K-4,
Figure 3K-1 through 3K-12

Chapter 9 Section 9.2.1

The DCD Tier 2 Section 9.3.3 and Figure 9.3.3-1 are revised to illustrate the isolation valve
in non-radioactive drain line from the A/B to the R/B.

The following portions of the DCD are revised to reflect the updated equipment class and
seismic category of water-containing piping on which the flooding evaluation is based.

Tier 2 Chapter 3 Section 3.2.2, Table 3.2-2, Table 3.2-3
Section 3.4.1,
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Figure 3E-2,
Figure 3E-6,

Chapter 5 Figure 5.1-2
Chapter 9 Figure 9.1.3-2,

Section 9.2.2,
Figure 9.2.6-2,
Section 9.2.7,
Figure 9.3.2-1,
Figure 9.3.4-1,
Section 9.5.1

Chapter 10 Figure 10.4.9-2

Figure 3E-3,
Figure 3E-9

Figure 9.2.2-1,
Figure 9.2.6-3,
Figure 9.2.7-2,

Figure 3E-5,

Of these impacts described above, only the portions added or modified in this 3rd revised
response are presented in the DCD markups attached to this response. Modified portions of
the markups supersede the corresponding part of the markups previously transmitted with
the 2nd revised response. For the rest of the impacts, i.e. markups with no change, refer to
the DCD markups attached to "MHI's 2nd Revised Response to US-APWR DCD RAI No.
841-6055 Revision 3 (SRP 03.04.01)", UAP-HF-13080, dated April 2, 2013.

Impact on R-COLA

There is no impact on the R-COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

Impact on Topical Report / Technical Report

There is no impact on the Topical Report / Technical Report.
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3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 5 of 62)

ACodes
System and Equipment Location Quality (Re.FOe-3.2 and Seismic Notes
Components Class Group a)ndL Notes

Assurance Standards(S
3 Category

ClassificationLM

Boric acid transter pumps 4 NB N;A 4 NS Note 5.d
Boric acid evaporator feed pumps 8 A/B D N/AN 4 NS
Volume control tank 4 RIB D WMA 4 II Note 5.a
Holdup tanks 8 NB D N/AN 4 NS
Boric acid batching tank 8 A/B D N/AN 4 NS
Boric acid tanks 4 A/B D N 4 NS Note 5.d
Resin fill tank 8 A/B D N/AN 4 NS
Chemical mixing tank 8 R/B D N/AN 4 NS
Reactor coolant pump purge water head 8 PCCV D N/AN 4 NS
tank
Regenerative heat exchanger 3 PCCV C Y 3 1
Letdown heat exchanger -tube side 3 PCCV C * 3 1
Letdown heat exchanger - component 2 PCCV B EE8Q 2 1
cooling water side
Seal water heat exchanger -tube side 84 RIB D N/ANA 4 NSII Note 5.a
Seal water heat exchanger - 4 R/B D A 4 II Note 5.a
component cooling water side
Excess letdown heat exchanger 3 PCCV C *Egg 3 I
Excess letdown heat exchanger - 2 PCCV B YE8Q 2 I
component cooling water side
Reactor coolant filters 8 A/B D NAN 4 NS
Seal water injection filters 84 A/B D N"_ 4 NS Note 5.d
Boric acid filter 4 A/B D NAAA 4 NS Note 5.d
Boric aid evaporator feed demineralizer 8 A/B D N/AN 4 NS
filter
Mixed bed demineralizer inlet filters 8 A/B D N/AN 4 NS
Seal water return strainer 84 RIB D N/ANA 4 NSI/ Note 5.a
Mixed bed demineralizers 8 A/B D N/AN 4 NS
Cation bed demineralizer 8 A/B D N/AN 4 NS

DCD 03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17
DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03
DCD 03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD 03.02.
02-17
DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03

Tier 2 
3.2-23

Tier 2 3.2-23



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 6 of 62)

Apend.* Codes
System and Equipment Location Quality (RfMFOeR9-3.2 and Seismic Notes

Components Class Group ad Notes
Assurance Standards( 3 ) Category(@

ClassificationL,2

Boric acid evaporator feed 8 B N/AN NS
demineralizer
Deborating demineralizers 8 A/B D NWAN 4 NS

Letdown orifices 3 PCCV C Y"Q 3 I

Charging pump minimum flow orifices 3 R/B C * 3 I
Boric acid transfer pump minimum flow 4 A/B D NAA 4 NS Note 5.d
orifices
Boric acid evaporator feed pumps 8 A/B D N/AN 4 NS
minimum flow orifices
Charging flow control orifice 3 R/B C 6 3 I
Seal water flow control orifice 3 R/B C * 3 I
Chemical mixing tank orifice 8 R/B D N/AN 4 NS

DCD 03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03

Boric acid evaporator 8 A/B D WN•_ 4 NS
- -- I. t - I - I. ..-.. - -IIIBoric acid blender N/ANA N~ll Note 5.a U 4
Boric acid blender 94 RJB D N"•A 4 N61J Note 5.a

Letdown line and valves from reactor
coolant system to and including valve
CVS-LCV-362 prior to regenerative heat
exchanger.

1 PCCV A 1

Tier 2 3.2-24 Tier 2 3.2-24ie"eA



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 12 of 62)

40-GFR-60 DC

Atn Codes 02-

System and Equipment Location Quality (Refemnee 3-2 and Seismic Notes
Components Class Group 6KhL)ib. and Noe

Assurance Standards(3) Category(
4 )

ClassificationL51

Volume control tank drain piping and - B N /AN NSDC
valves from and excluding CVS-VLV- 02-
636 DC
Chemical and volume control system 84 R/B D NANA 4 NSIl Note 5.a 02-
make up piping and valves ..e..d..g A/B DC
....... .. FC. 128, 120 and piping 01-
ba cn hc,3o•oscn t -.-% oto and excluding DC
valve CVS-FCV-128 01-
Chemical and volume control system 8 R/B D WAN 4 NS
piping and valves on the chemical A/B
mixing tank side of and excluding the
valves CVS-VLV-585 and CVS-VLV-584 DC

Chemical and volume control system 8 R/B D NAN 4 NS 02-

piping and valves related to the
chemical mixing tank and the blender
Chemical and volume control system 4 A/B D NAA 4 NS Il1 Note 5.d / Note 5.a DC
piping and valves related to the boric 02-
acid tanks excluding valve CVS-VLV- DC
557, up to and including valves CVS- 01-
VLV-542,547, CVS-AOV-549A,B,
through boric acid transfer pump A,B,
boric acid filter and including the
downstream piping from and including
valve CVS-VLV-525
Chemical and volume control system 8 A/B D NAN 4 NS DC
piping and valves related to the boric 02-
acid batching tank to and excluding
valve CVS-VLV-525

(Deleted)

.D 03.02.
17

D_03.02.
17

D_03.02.
17
D_03.04.
29 S02
D_03.04.
29 S03

D 03.02.
17

D 03.02.
17
D_03.04.
29 S02

D_03.02.
17

Tier 2 
3.2-30

Tier 2 3.2-30



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 38 of 62)

449R40-
Append'* Codes

System and Equipment Location Quality (RefGFSRGS-2.2 and Seismic Notes
Components Class Group )QILIIIIy_Assurance Standards(3) ae~y4

Classification~l

22. Steam Generator Blowdownsystem
System components 6 T/B, R/B N/A N" 6 Note 1 Note 5.b

A/B
Steam generator Blowdown system 2 PCCV B * 2 I
piping and valves from steam R/B
generators up to and including the first
containment isolation valves, on the
outboard side of containment
Steam generator Blowdown system 3 R/B C 3
piping and valves from the outlet of the
first containment isolation valves up to
and including pipe anchors located in
the main steam piping room wall
Steam generator Blowdown system 6 R/B, A/B, T/B N/A NA 6 Note 1 Note 5.b
piping and valves in the reactor building,
auxiliary building, and turbine building
23. Fire protection water supply

System
Fire protection water supply system 2 PCCV B 2
containment isolation valves and piping R/B
between the valves.
Fire protection water supply system 7 PCCV N/A NAA 67 Note 2 Note 5.c
piping and valves except the R/B,A/B
containment penetration noted above AC/B,PS/B

T/B
24. Process and Post-accident

Sampling System

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03

Sample heat exchanger -tube side 484 K/B D NANA 4 NWiJ
Sample heat exchanger- component
cooling water side

3 RIB C 3

Tier 2 3.2-56 Tier2 3.-56Rev*6en 3



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS,
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

US-APWR Design Control Document

Table 3.2-2 Classification of Mechanical and Fluid Systems, Components, and Equipment (Sheet 41 of 62)

4111 FR A
AppefRdh-B CodesLoain Quality (R iis4• andiNote

System and Equipment Location and NotesComponents Class Group 8S)nar 3  Category(Assurance Standards(3)Caery4

ClassificationWj

Drain piping, valves and sump in the PCCV N/7A N/AA _ Nte 1 Note 5.b
containment The SSE will not result

in a failure and
interaction of these
components that
adversely affect the
function of
containment sump
level and flow
monitoring system
addressed by RG 1.45.

Drain piping, valves in radiological 6 R/B N/A WAA 6 Note 1 Note 5.b
controlled area A/B

AC/B
Piping and valves in the non-radioactive 4 R/B D A 4 11 Note 5.a
sump pump discharge line between and
includina the wall that separates R/B
and Adjusting Span and 1st check
valves from the wall
Isolation valve located in the R/B in the 4 R/B D A 4 I1 Note 5.a
non-radioactive drainage line from the
A/B to the non-radioactive sump

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03

DCD 03.04.
01-29S02
DCD 03.04.
01-29-S03

flrnin nininn frnm ~nd mph irlinri thc~ ij~,ii 5 R/B N/A A 5 I1 Note 5.a
that separates R/B and A/B ug to and
tha fimnt wgwt bAnntAd in thc RAB for AQJ
RAM rFadie--tm'. d;aen !nRocxcluding the
valve noted above

Drain piping, valves, reactor building
non-radioactive sump and sump pump

-t - t t - + + + II
8 R/B D N'AN 4 NS

III

DCD_03.02.
02-17
DCD 03.04.
01-29S02nf rp~+c.tnr hjuidinn p~cpnt th~+ irn~ nAt~d

.. . .. . .... rea to .....in e "n the............

above

Tier 2 
3.2-59 ~OY~R4

Tier 2 3.2-59 RGYM628A 3



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, US-APWR Design Control Document
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

Table 3.2-3 Comparison of Various Requirements to Equipment Class

US-APWR ASME Code, RG1.29 RG1.26 10 CFR 50
Equipment Section III (Reference (Reference 3.2-13) Appendix B

Class (Reference 3.2-5) Seismic NRC Quality (Reference
3.2-14), Class Category Group 3.2-8)

1 14 I A YES 2

2 21 I B1 3 YES 2

3 31 I C12 YES2

4 N/A3  NS or II D N/A4

5 N/A5  NS or II N/A N/A4

6 N/A6  N/A7  N/A N/A8

7 N/A9  N/A10  N/A N/A11

8 N/A12 NS D N/A

9 N/A NS N/A N/A

10 N/A NS N/A N/A

DCD_03.02.
02-17
DCD 03.02.
02-17
DCD 03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.02.
02-17

Notes:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Items not covered by the ASME Code are designed to other applicable codes and standards.

"Yes" means QA Program is required according to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (Reference 3.2-8).

Refer to Subsection 3.2.2.4.
0 w ;.t.H.Cat- 4 46 .4; .

-bcootior. 3.2.1 .1 .2)Augment quality assurance controls are applied.

Code and standard as defined in design bases are applied.

Code and standard meeting RG 1.143 (Reference 3.2-10) are applied.

Seismic category meeting RG 1.143 (Reference 3.2-10) is applied. Portions of the Equipment Class
6 SSCs on which seismic cateaorv II reauirements are imposed are designed to complv with both

01DCD 03.02.02-17-

the reauirements of RG 1.143 and seismic cateaorv I1
A QA program meeting RG 1.143 (Reference 3.2-10) is applied as augmented quality assurance

controls.

Code and standard meeting RG 1.189 (Reference 3.2-11) is applied.

Seismic category meeting RG 1.189 (Reference 3.2-11) is applied. Portions of the Equipment Class
7 SSCs on which seismic cateaorv II requirements are imposed are designed to comply with both
the requirements of RG 1.189 and seismic category I1.

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03

DCD_03.02.
02-17

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03

11. A QA Program meeting RG 1.189 (Reference 3.2-11) is applied as augmented quality assurance

controls.

12. Refer to Subsection 3.2.2.5 for Equipment Class 8.

13. N/A for items not covered bv RG 1.26 (Reference 3.2-13) Tahlep 1

DCD_03.02.
02-17

Tier 2 3.2-81 Re~R4
Tier 2 3.2-81 RSVOSIOR 3



3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, US-APWR Design Control Document
COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENT

Therefore, flood water is assumed to run across the area except the SI pump rooms and

CS/RHR pump rooms.

Flood Events are considered as follows;

Earthquake

Most of the water-containino eoiuinment and nininri in the. RCA of the. R/R are.
Most of the water-containinn equin ent and nininn in the RCA of the R/B are
excluded from floodina source because they are desianed to withstand Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The flood water volume is evaluated on the basis of

DCD_03.04.
01-29

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S02

amounts of water contained in or es-timated fie' Fa-tes f;•-.--nthar nnn-m~imir

equipment and/or i in Mcst of equipments and piping contained water - thc
RC-+of. A-f the . .W ar , excluded from. flooding courco. bocauco those e vmpne•n•etc

S~ S S~t~~iSt. VS l~iSi uLS51 LtSt JI tii. Tt~~~tj-~rt

I m •i II . . . .

eontalnol by ths piping ip s e lRsoo9vmm l v flood Wator.

The amount of water released in the seismic event is 2-6250 ft! in the east area
and 4-40320 ft3 in the west aaoontad by .th..r mi~cc~-i..ellas.... piping us 1,060
fta.

High-energy line break/moderate-energy line break (HELB/MELB)

The high energy line in the RCA of RIB consists of the charging line, letdown line,

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S02

and seal water iniection line of the chemic~al and volume, control .•v.tem (C.VCP.RA
and ....... sea ....... ... ....... .. .inietio line ofm the ch mia andI voum co to syt IV rqV

All these lines are not routed within the east side of R/B. Of these lines, the line
]

break in the charging pipinq in the west side of R/B RCA constitutes the most
severe flooding event. In this e.ent, rol ease of water from the charging piping

DCD_03.04.
01-29

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03

DCD_03.04.
01-29

an until +"^p !:ng us. -ht m tn l A -nl4-n.1 ;- - r n Aloer' ar na %Ainatnr 1,r^1" im in 0,ic

event is calculated on the assumption that the release of water from the charging
piping continues without being limited by the pump capability until the letdown line
is automatically isolated. The time reauired for automatic closure of an isolation
valve after an isolation signal is conservatively estimated to be 5 minutes.Thhe-hgh-
... rgy piping in the RCA of R. con..it. of th chargling pope, l.tdoW. pipo, and
seal wator injection piping of tho CYCS. Of this piping, tho line broak occuro n the

gz=s~q ~ffn ai s nk,..s, r-ha 43 t~ Lim Afi k- nn--i Trk.- .. ,-s^i V,, pl
q rvr vumul i i•

...... u Uy WnIG Wreak connimts nT Tnc rnmoll!nW:

-rL I

no totat contoni of the VCT, 670 ft0

Tho volume of wator from the T, h.,c ...... oeuld be ..l.aed botwoen the
tome of the HELB ,.ont anid the time of the RWSAT iclation fro-m the line

brcak. The graity flow rate from the R,1SA-T is 144• 1M -,The •f
duration boetwoen HELD=1 and icelatien is takon ac 15 mkiutes. Thus, the
volume of the RVWSAT rclcaccd or, 10,80G0-.t

The acc.ciated pipe, assumed to be 4100 43, bctwocn the two tanks and tho

Tier 2 3.4-13 ROY~R4

Tier 2 3.4-13 RevwsmeR 3
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- Non soismic categor; 1 campenents on the adjacent A1B aro eoncidered
damaged. Wator fromR there failed components ic cancRseativoly assumedt
flow to the OIRGA porioin of tho W9B through floor drainc. The comIpBnontS in-
these buildings which aro not caesmic eategory 1 arc asseciatod with the
demanrealfizod wator cyctemf, non safo* ehillod wator. Tho total valumai of
wator held bythese systems ic 1,590 0 . Sinec floor draine of the NRCA of the
N8 aro eollootod by non radoeactive drain sumB. tho water of theco areac

DCD_03.04.
01-29

a •i L i•A A
doOf~ not flow into inn no~t arno I nnrrnnrc. mc wator annoratad in inn NI-(L~

fi 4H.,,,k , A /0' ;• ,. i ; • 41 ,•, ;.4 +; i + i +; f +k +V.0 C...... ... . .. . .. ........... V 1 0 " l 0 -. CI C3

HELB/MELB

1-IFI R ev~nt i~ not a concern her'~ii~e than nrcA no ninina hrpakR Awhich amp
ascumed to occur in the cubject aroabroak of turbino drivon omor~gonyfodao
pump steam piping drain line, which is the only high enregy !ine in these arcac-,
rocults in less caeree flooding eyent than that caused by earthquake ooncUrront
With firo fighting op..ationthere is no water-containing high energy piping which is
assumed to break in the subiect area.

Most of the water-containing moderate energy piping in the NRCA of the R/B and
the PS/B is excluded from flooding source because that piping is to be designed

DCD_03.04.
01-29
DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03

•o that a crnck i• not renuired to be nostulated in the line in accordance with the
criteria described in subsection 3.6.2.1.2.2. This is attained by maintaining stress

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S02

DCD_03.04.
01-33

on the pipes below the threshold by means of route and support design. Portions
of the water-containinq moderate enerayv piping may be designed to be subiect to
crack postulation, only if it is confirmed by conservative evaluation that a crack of
the Darts postulated in accordance with the criteria provided in subsection 3.6.2
will not ieopardize SSCs which are required to be protected from flooding.

Refer to Table 3.4-1 for systems a part of which is designed not to crack for flood
protection and systems whose piping is assumed to crack or break within the R/B
or the PS/B in the internal flooding evaluation. Volume of flood water discharged
from a Dostulated crack in the rest of the piping is conservatively estimated on the
basis of the volume of water contained in the piping and any connected reservoir.
The maximum water volume released in the MELB of piping routed on this
elevation level is 740 ft0 in both the east and west areaModorate onorgy piping
whore failure may leads to dicchargo of moro8 than 1,0090 9f ofwater is designed-

..t to be cUbjct to the Pipe broak pctu l-atien by moanc Af r•.. t and .uppert.
de.... Theroforo, the mdor t c orey pe:tulated flooding event . au.ed by a crack in
the roct of the moederate eng piin ecults in diceharged water Yolume of equal-

-- i... *.....A Z .2 L..JL ----.a ....

1o 9F or GG i t, , n ,uld IR ....... s c i u•e-, -1u.i -..

Fire Fighting Operations

The flooding contribution from fire fighting operations is based on the full
operation of two hose stations for 2 hours. The flow rate from one hose station is
125 gpm. With two stations operating for 2 hours, the total volume of water is
4,010 ft3 .

Tier 2 3.4-21 Tier2 3.-21Rea.asa2
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* HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, because broak of drain piping for tuINrin elditn-

than that eaucod by oarthquako ccu~rrnRt with fi.. fightin.g opo.ationthere is no
water-containing high energy piping which is assumed to break in the subject
area.

The maximumte4 water volume from the MELB event is 20 ft0 in both the east
and west areasamo as that of olcvation 26 ft, .4nhc rc no... piping" bak,

DCD_03.04.
01-29
DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S02

a . 0000.i ., • ,. __ t 0, 0 - to:.;• ;;; ;.; It.; W ,.;.;;.L; ,,;Um ,,

Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is 4,0207-40 ft3 in both the east and west area.

The footage of corridor area and the water level are as follows:

- East side: 4 .3-,500 ft2 area, 0.943.4 ft above elevation 3 ft, 7 in.

- West side:1,500 ft2 area, 2.68344 ft above elevation 3 ft, 7 in.

Class 1 E electrical panels are installed in the room which prevents flow-in water by water-
tight door. Therefore, panels are not flooded.

Elevation 25 ft, 3 in.

The equipment to be protected in the NRCA portion of elevation 25 ft, 3 in. is the main
control panel and Class 1 E I&C panels. The main control room and Class 1 E I&C rooms
are isolated from corridor by concrete walls and water-tight door.

Flood events are considered as follows;

* Earthquake

The flood water volume is estimated on the basis of the amount of water
contained in non-seismic eauinment or nininn The emnuint nf wate.r d~i.c.h~rne.d in

DCD 03.04.
01-29

DCD_03.04.
01-29

DCD 03.04.
01-29

cothied innseismic evunent is 10in Tt nbt he eatadws araTh tota wate ichrne ionm
the seismic event is 10 ft3 in both the east and west areaThe tetal wa-tor YeoU'-mc

from the .arthquake .... t is same as that of olccation 26 ft, 4 in.

High-Energy Line Break/Moderate-Energy Line Break (HELB/MELB)

HELB event is not a concern, because break of drain piping for tu;bino driwon DCD 03.04.

0,,1 • ,v. ,v+k• v +,,• ,,• • "" I-'r- "' _ . . . .. . ... .. . ..11 1tHn-eeye-t DCD_03.04.t'enthere is no 101-29 S03EX ri M ==Clow V 00 t3atxto rw " it rl

Tier 2 3.4-23 R~oR4
Tier 2 3.4-23 Rtavomoan 2
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water-containing high energy piping which is assumed to break in the subject DCD_03.04.
area. 01-29 S03

The maximumtetawater volum fr th MELB event is 2 ft3 in both the east DCD_03.04.
and west areacame as that of --ov.tion 26 ft, 4 inthore arc no piping broaks, 01-29 S02

which aro assumed to occur in the cubjeot area.

Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Cracko arc noet postulated iA tn ts .aita piping l.cated in, the MGR ,inc, it 4. 1 ,•ch DCD_03.04.
nominl•' d•"iam^ter moderate onergy Auid system piping.Since the potable and sanitary 01-31

water system (PSWS) piping within the MCR compartment is moderate-energy fluid
system Piling which is designed to be excluded from the postulation of leakage crack
during normal plant operation, and is designed as seismic category II to ensure its
integrity during and after the SSE, the PSWS piping within the MCR compartment is not
postulated to crack or break.

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is 4,02074-- ft3 in both the east and west area. DCD_03.04.

01-29

The footage of corridor area and the water level are as follows;
- East side: 1,500 ft2 area, 2.683.44 ft above elevation 25 ft, 3 in. oDCD03.04.

01-29

- West side: 1,700669 ft2 area, 2.37__ ft above elevation 25 ft, 3 in.

The Class 1 E I&C panels are installed in the room, which prevents flow-in water by the
use of barriers and water-tight doors. Therefore, panels are not flooded. The MCR subject
to regular access is protected from flooding by the use of barriers.

The MCR penetrations are designed to prevent water from flowing in by applying
appropriate sealing features. The HVAC ducts coming from the MCR air handling units
and the filter train units are routed horizontally above the postulated flooding level. The
vertical HVAC ducts penetrate the MCR ceiling and are welded to embedded sleeves for
penetration. The HVAC duct sections of concern and the embedded sleeves are
designed to withstand the hydrostatic load of flooding. The penetrations of sanitary pipes
also use the embedded sleeves (southern exterior wall of the R/B). Cables enter the MCR
from beneath the raised MCR floor, and the penetrations at the control room envelope
boundary may contain a liquid or clay filling and are water sealed. Therefore, flooding of
the MCR through those penetrations is precluded through the use of appropriate sealing
features.

Elevation 50 ft, 2 in.

Tier 2 3.4-24 Tier2 3.-24RevleiGR
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The equipment to be protected in the subject area, except the MS/FW piping area, is the
instrumentation of the EFW pit, and the remote shutdown console within the remote
shutdown room.

Flood events in the MS/FW piping area are considered as follows:

Earthquake

The amount of water discharged from non-seismic equipment or piping in the
seismic event is 2,700 ft3 in both the east and west areasThc total "-tcr "olumo
from the e1Fthewako ev•nt is same as that of olovation 26 ft. 4 i .

DCD_03.04.
01-29

• HELB/MELB

In the flooding events caused by the postulated failure of piping, the high energy
piping consists of main steam, feedwater, and SG blowdown piping, within the
MS/FW piping area. A rupture of the feedwater piping in this area represents the
worst case flooding scenario for this area. This is based on a 1.0 ft2 break, as
defined in Section 3.6, in the feedwater piping opdownstream of the feedwater
check valve. The rupture at this point results in feedwater from the SG and from
within the associated feedwater piping flow back into and flooding the
compartment. In addition, the main feedwater p.ump is assumed to be-
pumpg Continue flowing out from upstream line at the maximum discharge
flowrate. As a result of this scenario, the water level in the SG and the main steam
line pressure would decline ro•eting n a low ,c.. l alarm'. cignal from; the ,. w..cr
level indication inetrumon~tation. The low Wator cignal initiatoc tho foodWator
aicolation circuit. Based on actuation of the foodwator iselatien circuit, the m~ain
fcodwatr pumAp ic tripped, which steps tho mpain fodWator pump. As a result of
low main steam line pressure ECCS actuation signal, the main feedwater
regulation valve and main feedwater isolation valve are closed, which stops water
discharge. The volume of water which floods the main steam/feedwater pipe/relief
valve compartment, based on the maximum discharge flowrate and the time

required to racah the loW ...ate, level set po-'ntr the valve closure, is 12,180 ft3.
The flood water occurring in the main steam/feed water piping room is drained to
the T/B sump through the floor drain. Conservatively assuming that the drain line
is clogged, the flood water will not be discharged by way of the floor drain.

I DCD 03.04.
01-29S03

DCD_03.04.
01-29503

Leakage cracks in moderate-energy piping do not result in flooding more severe
than the rupture of the feedwater piping.

DCD_03.04.
01-29

* Fire Fighting Operations

The total water volume from the fire fighting operation events is same as that of
elevation -26 ft, 4 in.

Based on the above, the worst case flooding in the MS/FW piping area is a piping rupture
at 12,180 ft3. The floor area of the MS/FW piping area is 2,640 ft2; therefore the water
level caused by piping rupture area is 4.62 ft above elevation 65 ft, 0 in, the bottom of the I DCDO03.04.
MS/FW piping area. The actuators of valve to be protected are designed to be located at 0129S50

Tier 2 3.4-26 Rpuar.*an 2
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NRlA of the ANS arc .lleee.d by non radi;actio draiRn sump, the watcr of
there aroac doac not flow Wnt the east aroa. Thoroferoe, the wator gonoratod-

DCD_03.04.
01-29

:::3 ~ ir ~iKO[1 irii:i nnng:nnriiinn in inn n ~IIU1Iinn flT inn ''nrr I

aea. I
. HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, because broak of tu-bino dr'von mreFgeney
MA

XL ........... II il I

*1Tt fl I nnn nn.,nra ppflpflp fl1%flt tflnnnnnfl 1%~ * ,n..14..fl. *fl
1
11. IJ

ancurrent with tir, fighting epc.a....there is no water-containing high energy
nioina which is assumed to break in the subiect area.
ri in w hich is ..... .... ........ . ..... ...... .. u i c area..

DCD_03.04.
01-29
DCD_03.04.
01-29 S03

DCD_03.04.
01-29 S02

DCD_03.04.
01-29

DCD_03.04.
01-33

Most of the water-containing moderate eneray piping in the NRCA of the R/B and
the PS/B is excluded from floodina source because that ninina is to be designed
so that a crack is not reauired to be Dostulated in the line in accordance with the
criteri.a decrakibd ino s.ubse.tion 3.6.2..2.2...T is attained by maidainc.inh strecriteria described in subsection 3.6.2.1.2.2. This is attained by maintaining stress

on the pipes below the threshold by means of route and support design. Portions
of the water-containing moderate energy piping may be designed to be subject to
crack postulation, only if it is confirmed by conservative evaluation that a crack of
the parts postulated in accordance with the criteria provided in subsection 3.6.2
will not ieopardize SSCs which are required to be protected from flooding.

Refer to Table 3.4-1 for systems a nart of which is desianed not to c.rnc~k for flood

protection and systems whose piping is assumed to crack or break within the R/B
or the PS/B in the internal floodino evalujation_ Volume of flood water dikrcherne.d
from a postulated crack in the rest of the piping is conservatively estimated on the
basis of the volume of water contained in the piping and any connected reservoir.
The maximum water volume released in the MELB of piping routed on this
elevation level is 740 ftl: in both the east and west areaModorato onorgy pIping
wh.. .failurc ma' loads to diccharg. of . oro. than 4,000 fk. of . .at.r id esigned
not to be subjcct to the pipe broak poctulation bI Ion Mfrute and support
dozign. Thorcforo, the mocst scvcrc poctulatod flodn 4vt caucod by a crack in
tho roet of the moedcratc cncrgY piping rocults in discharged watr oelu mo of equal
to or ,OFl than 4,00 0- iOn both east and wes . a
which arc assumed to occur in the subicct araa.

cathcmR arc no ninino broAkq

Fire Fighting Operations

The flooding contribution from fire fighting operations is based on the full
operation of two hose stations for 2 hours. The flow rate from one hose station is
125 gpm. With two stations operating for 2 hours, the total volume of water is
4,010 ft3 .

Based on the flood events described above, the worst case results are from a
combination of earthquake and fire fighting operations. The total volume of flood water
caused by this combination is as follows:

- East side: 4-MQ4-&5OG4-0 ft3

DCD 03.04.
01-29 S02
DCD 03.04.01-29-

Tier 2 3.4-29 Re~R4
Tier 2 3.4-29 RaWaman 2
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- West side: 41767,3G04,71055 ft3  jDCD-03.04.
01-29 S0l

The square footage of floor area subject to flooding at elevation -26 feet, 4 inches is as
follows:

- East side: 110,500 ft2 (this area includes R/B NRCA floor area) DCD_03.04.
01-29

- West side: 110,_1600 ft2 (this area includes R/B NRCA floor area)

Based on these values, the maximum water level is as follows: DCD 03.04.
01-29 S02

- East side: 0.42406 ft above elevation -26 ft, 4 in. DCD_03.04.

01-29
- West side: 0.43460 ft above elevation -26 ft, 4 in. DCD_03.04.

01-29 S01
The pump foundations (top of concrete) height is 1.0 foot above floor elevation -26 ft, 4 in.
As such, the pumps are not flooded. The instrumentation of each pump is designed to be
located at heights above the level of flood water.

Elevation 3 ft, 7 in.

The equipment to be protected in the east area of PS/B at elevation 3 ft, 7 in. are the A
and B train Class 1 E GTG. Similarly, the equipment to be protected in the west area is the
C and D train Class 1 E GTG. Since the doorway between the corridor in the east PS/B DCD 03.04.

and east area of the R/B at elevation 3 ft. 7 in. is not water-tight, flood water in the east- 01-29
NRCA of the R/B is assumed to flow into the east PS/B. and vice versa. The Class 1 E
GTG rooms are isolated from corridor of R/B NRCA and corridor of east PS/B by concrete
walls and water-tight door. There are no floor drains in the Class 1 E GTG rooms.

Flood events are considered as follows:

Earthquake

The flood water volume is estimated on the basis of the amount of water DCD 03.04.

contained in non-seismic equipment or piping. The amount of water discharged in 01-29

the seismic event is 10 ft3 in both the east and west areaThe total Wate'r "olu-me
fromA the earthquake evcnt is same as that of elevation 26 ft, 4 in.

HELB/MELB

HELB event is not a concern, because broak of drain piping for tu-rbin driven DCD_03.04.
em~enyfccdwatcr pump stea piigeufts fin less sevcro flooding event 01-29...... . . . .DCD_03.04.

than that , e.baud by ea.thquak- conBurrent with fi., fighting oper.tionthere is no 01-29 S03
water-containing high energy piping which is assumed to break in the subiect
area.

The maximumteta4 water volume from the MELB event is 20 ft! in both the east DCD_03.04.
and west areasame as that of elevation 26 ft, 4 inthe rnpigeaks, 01-29S02

which arc assumed to occur in the subjecst area.

Tier 2 3.4-30 Re~3
Tier 2 3.4-30 RaWagaR 2
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US-APWR Design Control Document
Appendix 3K

Table 3K-1 PCCV Components Protected From Internal Flooding (Sheet 7 of 21)

Location of SSCs
Item Equipment Tag Description Floor Fire Zone SSC Level Relative to Notes
No. Building Side Elevation NO. the Flood Elevation

(EL. 25'-3")

121 NCS-VLV-406C Safety Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-05 above

122 NCS-VLV-406D Safety Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-06 above

123 NCS-VLV-435A Safety Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FAI-101-04 above

124 NCS-VLV-435B Safety Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FAl-101-05 above

125 NCS-MOV-436A Motor Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-04 above

126 NCS-FCV-131A Flow Control Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-05 above

127 NCS-FCV-131B Flow Control Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FAl-101-05 above

128 NCS-TCV-013 Temperature Control Valve PCCV N/A 50'-2" FA1-101-16 above

129 NCS-FCV-129A Flow Control Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-07 above

130 NCS-FCV-129B Flow Control Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-07 above

131 NCS-MOV-446A Motor Operated Valve PCCV N/A 50'-2" FAl-101-18 above

132 NCS-MOV-446B Motor Operated Valve PCCV N/A 50'-2" FAl-101-15 above

133 NCS-MOV-446C Motor Operated Valve PCCV N/A 50'-2" FA1-101-16 above

134 NCS-MOV-446D Motor Operated Valve PCCV N/A 50'-2" FA1-101-17 above

436 cS Mo V 41417-A Mzt8^ Ope+t, d V. . 1GGV NWA 26r-2 FA-1404 04ebee-

436 NWS9MO- 4 B 447 ,tfr Opcmted Val.-'z PGGV N/A 26'3" FAI 104-6& abeye-

137 NCS-FCV-130A Flow Control Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-04 above

138 NCS-FCV-130B Flow Control Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-04 above

139 NCS-FCV-132A Flow Control Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-06 above

140 NCS-FCV-132B Flow Control Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-06 above

DCD 03.04.
01-29-S03

Tier 2 3K-8 RaWamiai; 2
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US-APWR Design Control Document
Appendix 3K

Table 3K-1 PCCV Components Protected From Internal Flooding (Sheet 8 of 21)

Location of SSCs
Item Equipment Tag Description Floor Fire Zone SSC Level Relative to Notes
No. Building Side the Flood Elevation

Elevation No. (L 5-"(EL. 25'-3")

141 NCS-VLV-513 Safety Valve PCCV N/A 50'-2" FA1-101-18 above

142 NCS-VLV-533 Safety Valve PCCV N/A 50'-2" FA1-101-16 above

143 LMS-AOV-052 Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-06 above

144 LMS-AOV-055 Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-06 above

145 LMS-LCV-010A Level Control Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-07 above

146 LMS-AOV-104 Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-07 above

147 PSS-AOV-003 Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FAl-101-05 above

148 PSS-MOV-006 Motor Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FAl-101-05 above

149 PSS-MOV-013 Motor Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-06 above

150 PSS-MOV-023 Motor Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FAl-101-06 above

151 PSS-AOV-062A Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FAl-101-05 above

152 PSS-AOV-062B Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-06 above

153 PSS-AOV-062C Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-06 above

154 PSS-AOV-062D Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-06 above

155 RWS-MPT-001 Refueling Water Storage Pit PCCV N/A 3-7" - 0 2

156 RWS-MOV-002 Motor Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FA1-101-07 above

157 RMWS-MOV-001 Motor Operated Valve PCCV N/A 25'-3" FAl-101-06 above

158 VCS-AOV-305 Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 76'-5" FA1-101-23 above

159 VCS-AOV-306 Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 76'-5" FAl-101-25 above

160 VCS-AOV-355 Air Operated Valve PCCV N/A 76'-5" FAl-101-23 above
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